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Abstract
Information retrieval using transformer architectures, especially pretrained models like BERT, has seen
great improvements. However, due to the quadratic complexity of the self-attention mechanism, for long
documents, directly using such models is unsatisfactory. Truncating long documents is a widely adopted
approach. Other researchers also propose to separate a long document into passages, each of which can
be treated by a standard BERT model. The other solution is modifying the self-attention mechanism
to make it sparser. However, these approaches either lose information or have high computational
complexity and memory requirement. We propose a slightly different approach that firstly pre-ranks
passages within a long document according to the query, after which the filtered top-ranking passages
are combined for later ranking to obtain the document relevance score. Experiments on IR collections
demonstrate the SOTA level effectiveness of the proposed approach.
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1. Introduction

Document information retrieval (IR) is used in many applications in our daily lives, including
as web search. Benefiting from deep neural networks, Neural Information Retrieval (Neural
IR) has led to the development of numerous interesting IR models. The transformer model [1],
which is based on the multi-head attention mechanism, has shown to be more parallelizable
and of greater quality than recurrent neural network models. Based on the transformer encoder,
Devlin et al. [2] propose Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transformers (BERT) by
pre-training it on large scale corpus using self-supervised learning. Fine-tuning on BERT-like
models enables one to produce cutting-edge models on a variety of tasks including information
retrieval [3, 4, 5, 6]. Despite its effectiveness and intuitive characteristics, the amount of input
tokens is restricted to 512 due to the quadratic complexity of the self-attention mechanism,
which is less than the length of a long document.

To tackle this issue in IR, three techniques have been presented. The first kind is truncation
[3, 4] which directly uses the beginning tokens in long documents. The second type involves
segmenting long documents into shorter passages, where a hierarchical architecture can be
used. The last focuses on modifying the self-attention to use a sparser attention mechanism.
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Figure 1: An illustration of the architecture of KeyB (e.g., BM25).

However, all three techniques have drawbacks such as information loss, high computational
costs, memory requirements or requiring modifying CUDA kernels [7, 8].

From a different perspective, we propose a new framework [7, 9] for long document infor-
mation retrieval. Similar to human judgement process [10], this framework firstly searches
relevance blocks within a long document according to the query. Then top ranking blocks are
combined as the query-directed summary which suits the BERT’s capacity. Finally the relevance
score of a long document is obtained via a BERT model on the query and summary which can
be regarded as an aggregation of local relevance information.

This extended abstract describes this framework and the remainder of the paper is organized
as follows: Section 2 will describe the proposed framework with classical IR approach for block
ranking. While section 3 will describe two semantic block matching approaches. Then Section
4 will show the experimental results.

2. The proposed architecture with classical IR functions

To begin, we introduce the proposed framework, which utilizes classical IR functions such
as BM25 for intra block ranking. It is illustrated in Figure 1. The query-block scoring part,
as can be seen, is used to identify relevant blocks across the whole document, which may be
regarded as a pre-ranking strategy. A neural IR network that generates relevance scores for a
learning-to-rank (LTR) loss is represented by the Deep Neural IR Network. In this study, we
focus here on two state-of-the-art neural IR models, namely Vanilla BERT [3] and PARADE [6].
A long document is firstly segmented into blocks, then the query-block scoring step firstly picks
the relevant blocks according its retrieval status value (RSV) with the query using e.g. BM25:
𝑅𝑆𝑉 (𝑞, 𝑏)𝐵𝑀25 =

∑︀
𝑤∈𝑞∩𝑏 𝐼𝐷𝐹 (𝑤) · 𝑡𝑓𝑏

𝑤

𝑘1·(1−𝑏+𝑏· 𝑙𝑏
𝑙𝑎𝑣𝑔

)+𝑡𝑓𝑏
𝑤

, where 𝑙𝑏 is the length of block 𝑏,

𝑙𝑎𝑣𝑔 the average length of the blocks in 𝑑, and 𝑘1 and 𝑏 are two hyperparameters.
The IDF is based on documents rather than blocks, as using blocks instead of documents

might lead to bias, as important words in a document are likely to appear in many blocks.
KeyB(vBERT) We call the model KeyB(vBERT) when the deep neural IR network is a BERT
model. The most relevant blocks are concatenated together in their order of appearance in
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Figure 2: The architecture of KeyB(vBERT)𝐵𝑖𝑛𝐵 .

the document and with the query to form the input of BERT. The number 𝑛 of selected blocks
depends on the capacity of BERT (512 tokens).
KeyB(PARADE𝑘) PARADE [6] is a cutting-edge model that produces a query-document
representation from query-passage representations. Denoting by 𝑝𝑖 the 𝑖𝑡ℎ passage and 𝑝𝑐𝑙𝑠𝑖 the
corresponding query-passage representation, one has: 𝑝𝑐𝑙𝑠𝑖 = 𝐵𝐸𝑅𝑇 (𝑞, 𝑝𝑖). The query-passage
representations are then aggregated to obtain the query-document representation. We propose
here to select a fixed, small number of passages, denoted by 𝑘, to address PARADE model’s high
complexity for large numbers of passages and the potential issue of including noise signals. As
shown in Figure 1, the selecting key block stage allows for efficiency and effectiveness.

3. Learning to select blocks

KeyB(vBERT)𝐵𝑖𝑛𝐵 We propose here a strategy that aims at exploiting BERT to compute the
relevance score of a block. The overall architecture of the model proposed is depicted in Figure 2,
in which the same BERT model and linear layer are used at different time slices, first to compute
a query-block representation, from which ([CLS] embedding from BERT) the relevance score of
the block is derived, and then to compute the query-document representation ([CLS] embedding)
based on the top ranked blocks, finally to obtain the score of the document. This second part is
identical to the KeyB(vBERT) model, the only difference lying in the way the blocks are selected.
For the first part, both the BERT model and the linear layer are just utilized for scoring and are
not trained (hence the phrase "eval model" used in Figure 2) which reduces the complexity.
Extend for late interaction approach (ICLI) Previous approaches are interaction based
methods for long documents which is computation expensive. We propose to seek a solution for
late interaction [11] based approach that can handle long documents. The late interaction based
method pre-stores the contextualized tokens which are learned and interacts with query tokens.
To be specific, each query token interacts with the document tokens and obtains the maximum
similarity, then all query tokens’ obtained similarities are summed as the final query-document
relevance score. Despite its efficiency, ColBERT [11] cannot handle long documents.

We address this problem here through a BERT-based dense intra-ranking and contextualized
late interaction (ICLI) with multi-task learning and the architecture is shown in Figure 3. Firstly a
long document is also segmented into passages. Then each contextualized token in the passages
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Figure 3: The architecture of ICLI-dot.

can be obtained by the BERT model. The tokens are passed to a one-layer feedforward neural
network 𝐹𝐹𝑁1 to obtain the compressed embeddings (dimension size 128). The query tokens
and passage tokens are interacted as in ColBERT. A long document may contains many passages
and plenty of potentially not relevant passages. Similar as above methods, we propose to select
relevant passages before late interaction. In fact this can be done by BM25 and we call this
ICLI-BM25. To deal with the potential issue of exact matching, we also want to include semantic
matching in this approach. Inspired by the efficient dense retrieval, we want to take advantage
of the [CLS] embeddings and use dot-product. To do so, the [CLS] embedding is also passed to
a one-layer feedforward neural network 𝐹𝐹𝑁2 to obtain the embedding (dimension size 128)
for dense passage ranking. The first passage is always selected so that the [CLS] dot-product
of the first passage can be compared with the document level label to obtain the loss ℒ1 and
train the model to generate good [CLS] embeddings. The document score is the aggregation
of passage scores through a weighted sum, then another loss is obtained ℒ2 for training good
document embeddings. We use multi-task learning to train the model. As the two losses may
have different scales, we combine them to obtain the final loss in a parameter learning way:
ℒ = 1

2𝜎2
1
ℒ1+

1
2𝜎2

2
ℒ2+log(1+𝜎2

1)+ log(1+𝜎2
2), where 𝜎1 and 𝜎2 are two learning parameters

for multi-task learning [12] which enforce positive regularization. During deployment, each
document’s contextualized tokens are pre-computed and stored for efficient late interaction.

4. Results and conclusion

We report here the results on the document reranking task of TREC 2019 Deep Learning Track
[13].

We take other baseline results from QDS-Transformer [8] and implement PARADE-
Transfomer [6] which is noted as PARADE and the proposed KeyB methods with pairwise hinge
loss, each model is trained using Adam optimizer (the transformer layers are trained with a rate
of 2e-5 while the linear layer with a rate of 1e-3) and each batch contains 2 positive-negative
document pairs. Following [6], 16 passages are obtained for the original PARADE each with 225
tokens and stride size 200. For the variant of PARADE we have proposed, we have used BM25
to select the top 5 passages balancing effectiveness and efficiency. ColBERT is also implemented



Table 1
Experiment on TREC 2019 DL, comparison with baseline and sparse attention based models. Best results
are in bold.

TREC Deep Learning Track Document Ranking
Model NDCG@10 MAP

Baseline models
BM25 0.488 0.234
CO-PACRR [14] 0.550 0.231
RoBERTa (FirstP) [15, 5] 0.588 0.233
RoBERTa (MaxP) [15, 5] 0.630 0.246
PARADE [6] 0.655 0.280
ColBERT [11] 0.650 0.269

Sparse attention based models
Longformer-QA [16] 0.627 0.255
QDS-Transformer [8] 0.667 0.278

Proposed select blocks models
KeyB(vBERT)𝐵𝑀25 0.678 0.277
KeyB(vBERT)𝐵𝑖𝑛𝐵 0.707 0.281
KeyB(PARADE5)𝐵𝑀25 0.672 0.280
ICLI-BM25 0.681 0.270
ICLI-dot 0.705 0.277

and for the proposed ICLI methods, pairwise RankNet loss is used with a learning rate of 1e-5
and each batch contains 8 positive-negative pairs. The “BERT-Base, Uncased, L=12, H=768”
pre-trained language model is used in all neural IR models based on BERT.
Results Experimental results are displayed in Table 1. The overall average results of
KeyB(vBERT) models, particularly KeyB(vBERT)𝐵𝑖𝑛𝐵 , which employs the BERT itself to choose
blocks, exceed the baseline models by a large margin and achieve SOTA level effectiveness,
with a score of 0.707 for NDCG@10. Similar to KeyB(vBERT) models, experimental results
show the proposed KeyB(PARADE5)𝐵𝑀25 is also effective. In terms of NDCG@10, the proposed
approach with five passages outperforms the original PARADE with 16 passages. In terms of the
suggested late interaction based approach ICLI, the results reveal that the proposed approaches
outperform baseline models when extended for long document retrieval, with the exception
of PARADE in terms of MAP. ICLI surpasses the original ColBERT approach, with ICLI-dot
achieving 0.705 in terms of NDCG@10, which is 8.46 percent greater than the original ColBERT
method.

Comparing with sparse attention based methods, it is shown that the proposed select blocks
models obtains comparable or better results. They all outperform QDS-Transformer in terms
of NDCG@10. KeyB(vBERT)𝐵𝑖𝑛𝐵 and KeyB(PARADE5)𝐵𝑀25 obtain better results in terms of
MAP, while others are slightly lower. It’s worth mentioning that, unlike QDS-Transformer, our
methods don’t necessitate altering CUDA kernels.

In conclusion, the proposed KeyB models are interaction based models while ICLI models
are efficient late-interaction models for long document retrieval. These results show that
the proposed pre-ranking framework for IR is effective, and that using learning or semantic



matching for block selection has more potential. In the future, we will also seek such a solution
for PARADE model.
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